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The aftermath of a Russian missile strike on the central Ukrainian city of Vinnytsia in July.
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A secret Russian military unit staffed by dozens of mostly young engineers and IT
professionals is behind the selection of targets for deadly missile strikes in Ukraine, according
to an independent investigation published Tuesday.

According to the investigative group Bellingcat, independent Russian news website The
Insider and German weekly Der Spiegel, at least 33 military engineers work at the little-
known Main Computation Center of the General Staff (GVTs).

They are reportedly broken down into three 10-person teams responsible for sea-, air- and
ground-launched cruise missiles and working from secure command centers in Moscow and
St. Petersburg.

“Some had prior military service as navy captains or ship engineers. Others had prior civilian
work experience as corporate IT specialists or game designers,” Bellingcat wrote.

https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-europe/2022/10/24/the-remote-control-killers-behind-russias-cruise-missile-strikes-on-ukraine/
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-europe/2022/10/24/the-remote-control-killers-behind-russias-cruise-missile-strikes-on-ukraine/


Citing a GVTs member who agreed to speak on condition of anonymity, the outlet described
the planning stage of missile attacks: 

“[T]he pre-flight planning requires simulation of the complete flight path from launch site to
target. The resulting flight path plan as well as the algorithm for course adjustments based on
various inputs is loaded by the programmers onto a ruggedized memory stick, which is then
passed on to the launch location and inserted into the missile.”

Bellingcat said it obtained the information on GVTs members by tracking phone call clusters
between graduates of Russia’s military engineering schools and analyzing employment data
leaked on Russia’s notorious online black market. 

The joint investigative report said it found a connection between spikes in phone calls from
alleged GVTs members to their superiors and missile strikes on Ukraine in the days that
followed. The calls correlated with deadly attacks on March 13, Sept. 14 and Oct. 10.

In the biggest wave of Russian strikes, from Oct. 10-18, at least 70 Ukrainian civilians were
killed and 40% of the country’s energy infrastructure knocked out. Bellingcat’s joint report
with The Insider and Der Spiegel suggested the GVTs had been preparing for the latest strikes
since at least Oct. 2.

Most of the alleged GVTs members either did not respond to the reporters’ calls and text
messages or denied working for Russia’s Armed Forces, even if they were shown photographs
of themselves in military uniform with the GVTs insignia. 

Lt. Col. Igor Bagnyuk appears to command the GVTs’ “missile pre-planners sub-unit,” the
joint investigative team reported, citing a member of the unit who provided individual photos
of Bagnyuk and group photos of the unit.

Bagnyuk’s commander and the highest-ranking individual publicly named as GVTs director is
Maj. Gen. Robert Baranov, the joint investigative team reported.

All 33 members of the secret unit were said to have registered their residences and workplaces
at the official address of the Russian Armed Forces’ General Staff.

Russia has labeled Dutch-based Bellingcat and Latvia-registered The Insider as “foreign
agents.” This year, the outlets’ work in the country was outlawed as “undesirable” and any
Russian national who cooperates with the outlets or cites their work faces criminal
prosecution.
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